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We cannot express how great the service level is

from Restaurant eMarketing. … they truly are a

partner of ours in every sense. Since beginning with

their service in 2013, every store has increased 7% -

10% every year. We could not of seen this type of

increase without their service.

Testimonial

- Aurelio’s Pizza



About

eMarketing
Restaurant

We are the premier email marketing and digital marketing company for the Restaurant

Industry. We have helped thousands of locations over the years enhance their email

marketing program and social media presence through our turn key marketing

solutions for a fraction of what other companies charge. We provide more services,

better results, and a personal concierge for each Client. Restaurant eMarketing will

save you money by integrating numerous services into one.



SOME OF OUR GREAT CLIENTS
The Restaurant eMarketing platform is great for single-unit operators or large multi-unit operators.

Company Name



ONE COMPANY… MANY SERVICES… AMAZING RESULTS!
Unlike other Email Marketing Service Providers or Digital Marketing Agencies, Restaurant 

eMarketing offers Clients a turn-key solution comprised of many verticals and services that all 
integrate together to produce amazing results. Restaurant eMarketing can save your restaurant a 

significant amount of money by eliminating the need to contract with multiple services.

Email Marketing

Full Service

or

Self Service

For a fraction of the 

cost of many other 

Email Service 

Providers

Rate My Dine

Interactive Post 

Dine Surveys for 

your Guests. Be 

proactive instead of 

reactive when it 

comes to your 

Reputation 

Management

Social Media Apps

If you can think of 

it… our team can 

design it. Whether 

it is a Facebook 

Contest or an 

Instagram 

Sweepstakes… we 

can do it all!

Wi-Fi Systems

Enhance your Wi-Fi 

System and be able 

to identify Guests 

that are returning 

or have not been in 

to your 

establishment in 

the past month.

Website Design

Need a Responsive 

Website… our team 

can design and host 

your website for a 

fraction of the cost 

of other hosting 

companies.



Of all the marketing programs we utilize, the

services by Restaurant eMarketing produce the

best results. We have DOUBLED the size of our

email database in the past 10 months. I would

highly recommend their services to any

restaurant.

Testimonial

- Shane’s Rib Shack



FULL SERVICE & SELF SERVICE PROGRAMS
It’s never been easier to create an amazing Newsletter than with the Restaurant eMarketing system. Our 

system is comprised of five sections… your Audience (manage your database), your Campaigns (build your 

Newsletter), Response (can track your results), and Automation (create automated trigger campaigns) 

MANAGE… CREATE… SEND… TRACK…

















Reporting
In-Depth

With Restaurant eMarketing you can quickly view responses in “real time” and even re-target those based on actions they took!

- Open Rates

- Click Thrus

- Delivery

- Opt-Outs

- Shares (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Email)

- Desktop vs. Mobile Views

- Opens By Email Client (Outlook, GMAIL, AOL, Yahoo, Apple, and more!)



We have been with Restaurant eMarketing for

over 11 years and could not be happier with the

service they provide. As our brand continues to

grow we will continue to utilize their services.

Testimonial

- Fresh To Order



RATE
MY DINE

Guest Surveys
Feedback is an important part of every business and even more important in the restaurant industry. Often comment 

cards with negative feedback are never turned in by the server for fear of punishment or termination.

With our post-dine interactive survey called "Rate My Dine", guests are asked to visit your unique URL to complete a 

short survey. Every one of our clients has the ability to fully customize their questions and to change them at every 

time.

Results to the surveys are available 24/7/365 online.

The Rate My Dine survey is a perfect Feedback System for growing and multi-unit restaurant concepts. We can deliver 

the results of a survey to specific team members based on a response to a specific question (i.e. - the GM for Store #1 

gets notified only when his store gets a survey submitted).

In addition, since all of our services "speak" with each other... as Guests complete a survey they can be automatically 

added to your eClub!



- Shane’s Rib Shack



We were previously with one another Email

Marketing Provider and our results never

seemed to improve. After our first few

newsletters with Restaurant eMarketing we saw

a bigger response than we had in the past

several years…and at a fraction of the cost!

Testimonial

- Coffee Beanery



SOCIAL MEDIA APPS
In addition to Email Marketing, WiFi Systems, and Interactive Rate My Dine Surveys, our Clients can have custom built and fully-

branded Social Media Applications to further promote your restaurant.

Want more customers? We'll give you the tools you need to grow your Facebook Fan base. Whether you want to promote a grand 

opening, offer coupons, or run a sweet giveaway... we'll take care of you!

We can build a wide variety of applications for your Facebook Fan Page including OpenTable, Online Ordering, Shopping Card, 

Contests, Sweepstakes, Google Maps, Menu Pages, Flickr integration, and more... the possibilities are endless!

In addition, all of our Social Media Applications can be embedded or linked from your website...helping to grow your Instagram, 

Pinterest, and Twitter followers as well.





We love how simple the Restaurant eMarketing

system is to utilize. Our in-house Marketing

Team can quickly create and deploy a campaign

within minutes… and the Reporting Tools allow

us to dive deep into the analytics of each sent

campaign.

Testimonial

- Isaac’s Deli



WEBSITE
DESIGN

With the growing smartphone market and the fact that everyone is always on the go, is your website mobile friendly? Often 

brands spend a considerable amount of money to develop an amazing website--only to find out that it does not function 

properly when viewed on an iPhone or Tablet.

A MOBILE SITE IS ESSENTIAL...

Your customers are just like you, they like things to be simple. Here's a few things you should always remember about your 

customers on the go.

Your desktop site just doesn't cut it on the small screen of a smartphone and leaves your customers pinching and zooming to 

find the information they need.

A mobile-friendly website puts everything your customers are looking for, like your phone number, into an easy to use layout.

Creating a mobile website is simpler than you ever thought possible!



Restaurants are the single most popular search on the mobile web,

and the experience your customers get when they visit your website matters.

• 92% of smartphone users search for a restaurant with their mobile device.

• 75% of consumers often choose a restaurant based on search results.

• 62% of consumers are less likely to choose a restaurant if they can't read the menu on a mobile device.

Our mobile websites have their own unique advantages and either can be used on-demand to handle virtually any needs. From 

extremely custom JavaScript and integrations, to choosing from any color scheme or layout, and plugging in your content, 

images, and social networks, we will create custom mobile websites and apps that will rival or exceed what custom developers 

do for thousands of dollars.



Whether it is late at night or during the

weekend, we love that we can reach a member

of the Restaurant eMarketing team. Execution is

one thing… but Service is what truly sets them

apart from our previous Email Marketing Service

Provider.

Testimonial

- Michel’s Bakery Cafe



WIFI MARKETING
Supercharge your Email Club Database by offering your Guests Wireless Internet… and requiring them to provide an email 

address to gain access. 

Restaurant eMarketing is a partner with ZenReach to exponentially grow your Email Database and provide you valuable insight 

into your Guests' visiting history. Just like how OpenTable quantifies their program with the number of seats filled... with 

ZenReach you can now see which of your Guests have visited you again within days of an email campaign. If you already offer 

WiFi for your restaurant, switching to ZenReach is a no brainer. All Restaurant eMarketing Clients get a 60 DAY FREE TRIAL and 

DISCOUNTED PRICING for ZenReach.



A smart email list—5X faster

Forget manual inputs. The first time a customer accesses WiFi, 

we add them to your email list. Each time they come back, we 

learn more about them, from spending habits and 

demographics to lifetime value. We then use this information 

to calculate their walk-through rate™—and to help you send 

really smart emails. (Want to gather email addresses from 

your website? We do that, too—at no extra charge!)





Your walk-through rate™

Welcome to the only metric that matters. Zenreach

automatically reaches out to “lost” customers, and tells you 

whether they come back after receiving a message. Our 

proprietary walk-through rate™ and online-to-offline analytics 

offer real insight into whether your marketing is effective, and 

help you discover your most loyal guests.

CUSTOMER-LEVEL DATA
Pinpoint your most loyal 

customers, whether it’s women in 

their 20s or men in their 40s... or 

those that visit on Sunday.

LOYALTY-BASED EMAILS
Automatically reward your best 

customers and encourage them 

to return for more (ideally with 

friends in tow).

VIEW YOUR REVENUE

AT A GLANCE
Discover the ROI on your 

email campaign—how many 

people walked through your 

door as a result of an email?

IMMEDIATE CUSTOMER 

SEGMENTATION
Capture context with each email 

address, including frequency of 

visit, gender, birthdate, first and 

last name, or age.

OPENTABLE 

INTEGRATION
Automatically sync 

emails from your 

OpenTable Account 

System and help your 

marketing reach more 

customers.

REAL-TIME ANALYSIS
Review how many of your 

Guests have used WiFi each 

day... and how many emails 

you’ve gathered!



Even though we are a single unit restaurant, the

services provided by Restaurant eMarketing

make us feel like we get a program reserved for

large multi-unit operators… and their results are

amazing. We have increased our Email Club

database by over 200% in the past year.

Testimonial

- Brookwood Grill



Park City, Utah

Boca Raton, Florida
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